Leasing Activities Information

U.S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
Gulf of Mexico OCS Region

LEASE SALE 250 STATISTICS

As of May 31, 2018

| Tracts in Phase 1 - Bids Deemed Acceptable | 0 |
| Tracts in Phase 2 - Bids Deemed Acceptable | + 109 |
| Total Tracts - Bids Deemed Acceptable      | 109 |
| - Tracts - Bids Rejected                   | - 0 |
| - Tracts - Bids Forfeited                  | - 0 |
| Remaining                                  | 39 |

Bids on the following tracts were deemed acceptable on, May 31, 2018, in Phase 2 of Sale 250. The tracts are listed in Company Number order.

PHASE 2 ACCEPTANCES BY SUBMITTER

00059  Hess Corporation

G36235  Ewing Bank  994
G36251  Mississippi Canyon  511
G36252  Mississippi Canyon  513
G36286  Green Canyon  24
G36287  Green Canyon  25
G36288  Green Canyon  27

00078  Chevron U.S.A. Inc.

G36237  Mississippi Canyon  34
G36324  Walker Ridge  494
G36328  Walker Ridge  538

01500  TOTAL E&P USA, INC.

G36240  Mississippi Canyon  211
G36241  Mississippi Canyon  212
G36249  Mississippi Canyon  420
G36285  Garden Banks  868

02058  LLOG Exploration Offshore, L.L.C.

G36250  Mississippi Canyon  509

02277  BHP Billiton Petroleum (Deepwater) Inc.

G36192  East Breaks  914
G36305  Green Canyon  823

02417  Arena Energy, LP

G36208  Eugene Island Area  261
G36209  Eugene Island Area  262

02481  BP Exploration & Production Inc.

G36253  Mississippi Canyon  564
G36299  Green Canyon  656
G36300  Green Canyon  657
G36303  Green Canyon  700
02647  Murphy Exploration & Production Company - USA  
          G36254  Mississippi Canyon  599
03065  Stone Energy Offshore, L.L.C.  
          G36236  Mississippi Canyon  26
03148  W & T Energy VI, LLC  
          G36232  Viosca Knoll  778
03247  Talos Energy Offshore LLC  
          G36225  South Timbalier Area  169

PAY OFF DATE ON THE ABOVE LEASES IS: June 18, 2018